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Next Run 2257
Date:

4 April 2022

Hare:

Donka

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

XYZ

Theme:

Sorrento Bowling Club car park. Percy Doyle Reserve,
Run Duncraig.
Site: From Mitchell Fwy exit West on Warwick Road, Left @ Chessel

Dr, Rt @ Beddi Rd, First Rt into car park on the right.
Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with ShitScraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Run
2258
2259

Date
11 Apr
18 Apr

Hares
Blow Job
Sheepthrills

Van Driver
Baron
Biggles

2260

26 Apr

Bullsbrook Hash

Blow Job

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to swap out with. Contact the
On Sec:- HardCase. hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2256 – HardCase and Sir Tom Arse @ Glengarry
Park, Duncraig
Preamble:
It is HardCase’s 70th Birthday Run tonight – “who stole all the years says he!”. As the Hamersley
boys arrive HardCase gives each of them a token for a drink on him for his birthday that he
celebrated last Saturday.
GM Donka invites HardCase onto the crate to tell the boys about the run. Run of the Year claims
HardCase but then again every Hare will say that! The trail is all on chalk and he thanks RA Kazi
for keeping the rain away. There will be two Walkers short cuts and a
Drink Stop.
The Run:
I engaged a couple of spies this week as I was the Hare and not on the
trail. From the Runners perspective it was said that they did not know
that there were so many laneways or hills in Duncraig! Replicar took a
tumble but like a Kiwi Meerkat he managed to land on his feet!. Spud,
DV8 and Barrelina were the first to arrive at the Drink Stop as they
were the only 3 members who saw and took the first Walkers short

cut. They were closely followed by Voodoo who reckoned that discretion was the better part of
valour and took the Walkers trail at the second shortcut. The Running pack all came in pretty
much together and then we waited for the brave Walkers who missed the first shortcut but
found the second one. It was good to see ex-members HaBB and Wort at the Drink Stop.
Song #2 was sung with gusto before the Running pack took the longer trail home while the
Walking pack took the shortcut with the Hare. Bravefart said that it was 8.37Km and “a mint run
pal” – high praise indeed. Rooted for the Walking pack who made the drink stop did about 5.5Km.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Visitors:
• SOG [Son of GOD] – waiting for Dad to pay his membership Subs!
•

Sir Tom Arse – Perth and SOP Hash - helping HardCase as Co[hare tonight.

•

Inspector Gadget – Friday Hash On Sec – come to support his old Jakarta Hash mate
HardCase.

Returniks:
•

Shit Scraper – been spreading the word – where we may ask?

•

Fartin’ Sphincter – been doing that dreaded 4 letter word – work!

General Business:
Rooted is in an obstreperous mood tonight and is the first, but not the last, to spit the dummy
tonight when he gets interrupted trying to tell a joke for the physically challenged to be seated
in the circle. Stir the interrupter tries to tell a joke in his stead but GM Donka trumps him with
his own joke about the “clock back” and allows those members with dispensation to be seated.
This kicks Mase into gear with his own doctor joke and eventually Stir gets to deliver his own
joke about sex and cataracts. Not to be outshone Rooted eventually manages to get in his own
joke about “car owner virus!”.
HardCase steps up with his first matter of GB in that missing member Squirt arrived back from
the UK on Saturday after visiting a dying school friend and sent a message earlier that he was
not feeling so good so being cautious he would not be joining us tonight. The latest message just
received from Squirt has just confirmed that he is Covid positive! Good call to miss tonight’s run
Squirt and get well soon. A lesson for the future in that anyone else who may be also feeling in
the least bit unwell take heed and avoid coming to the Hash and potentially infecting your mates!
The next matter is to advise that the Perth Harriette’s advised that they donated A$1,900 to
Motor Neurone Disease after their Blue Dress event and Hamersley contributed 33% of that
from their own Blue Dress run. Good effort lads.
Bravefart questions which school RA Kazi went to when he was asking members to form a circle
and then sidles up to Bravefart and his merry men and refers to them as the “chatty corner”! RA
Kazi reckoned that such a comment was not worth responding to!.
Fartin’ Sphincter advised that he and his bro’ Concorde will be heading up Broome way soon and
will be attempting to cycle the Gibb River Road for charity. They have pledges/donations of
A$23K committed so far and looking to reach A$30K so any contributions from fellow Hamersley
club members would be welcome.

RA Kazi pre-empts proceedings by sitting HardCase on the Elf on a shelf seat for his birthday
“shampoo”. HardCase attempts a vehement protest claiming that not only had he provided a Drink
Stop tonight he also gave everyone a token to have a drink on him and felt he did not deserve the
shampoo. He manages to get his “mate” McCookie to sit with him but unfortunately the only other
seat available was on the Ice! It seems that RA Kazi was only teasing as he then produces a one
candle cupcake and a sparkler and wishes HardCase a happy birthday. Song Master ELF comes
up with a song to suit the occasion.
Charges:
Mental Disorder is quick off the blocks tonight and charges Bravefart for some far fetched
tale about having to share a double room with Arseholeo on the Indochina Mekong Hash in
Cambodia in November 2022. Wimpy tries to offer up a defence involving haircuts but actually
the real interest seems to be in one’s wallets! DD to Bravefart, Arseholeo and Wimpy.
Pole Polisher is next up with a charge on the usurping of H4 Committee roles – namely his as Hash
Flash. He charges Delicate for trying to undermine his job by taking photos on the Run tonight.
This time it is Concorde who springs to Delicate’s defence and immediately does off script talking
about 4 Amigos? [Scribe note: the only Amigos that I know about is a pub in Kemang in Jakarta].
At this point, GM Donka intervenes and asks who took the most photos of him leading the Running
pack and unfortunately for Pole Polisher it ends up as a reverse charge! DD to him.
McCookie then enters the circle and starts talking about a subject that knows a lot about – the
abuse of H4 gear! He spins a story of how he and his better half are now the fitness junkies of
Maylands and end up talking to a barmaid at the Maylands Golf Club. He then produces an H4
yellow hat that he accuses Tampax of trying to barter this for the barmaid’s favours! However,
the name on the hat is that of First Defence and he ends up with the DD for supposedly losing
his hash gear.
Stir jumps off his seat – actually he stands up slowly – and reckons that he does not want to be
seen to be picking on the Joint Masters …. But, he then charges Molly Dooker for relating a story
from Friday Hash last week where some unnamed unmentionable [that’s what we used to call them
on Batavia Hash in Jakarta!] thought that his hash name was pretty poor for a Hamersley man
and that he should change it. Molly Dooker ends up on the Ice for thinking seriously about this
and Stir then proceeds to offer a suggested new name that made no sense to anyone and that’s
when he lost the attention of the crowd!
Inspector Gadget gives Hamersley a taste of one of classic jokes using his T-shirt as a prop.
Molly Dooker then gets off the Ice with a DD to boot – no name change for you!
Coops comes into the circle with what looked like an oversized Doctors bag. He charges HardCase
for giving misleading information at last week’s circle when giving the location of his run he said
to bring your “Bowls” so he did! Might be more appropriate to bring these next week at GM
Donka’s run at Sorrento Bowling Club!
WOW:
RA Kazi takes to the crate and tells the members that there were 17 runners tonight! He then
gets McCookie to stand in the circle as a fall back WOW should no better candidates be found.
The current WOW, First Defence, is called into the circle and is asked if he has any WOW
nominations. He offers Mental Disorder as a candidate for besmirching the Bravefart’s good
name earlier in proceedings.

Delicate then nominates Tampax for bringing the Club into disrepute with his antics down at
Maylands Golf Club. First Defence says that he can’t say a bad word about his fellow government
official and anyway he believes that McCookie was telling porkie pies and that he had somehow
snaffled his yellow hat.
Wimpy who is the driver of his car pool tonight charges Baron for rerouting him and adding +/4Km on to their journey to check if/why Squirt was coming or not tonight?
However, RA Kazi proves once again that he is his own man and nominates his fellow car pooler
Mausei as WOW. He says at the Coffee Club last Tuesday that Mausei berated him for not
cleaning up properly as the Hare after the circle closed and that Mausei himself helped Replicar
clean up and load the Van. RA Kazi claimed that he checked with Replicar that all that he needed
to do was done and that he could leave. Then RA Kazi made the fateful decision and awarded the
WOW shirt to Mausei! The blue touch paper was lit and then Mausei erupted and was not a happy
camper. You had to be there! After much ranting and raving Mausei eventually accepted that he
would have to wear the WOW shirt – warranted or not! DD’s to the outgoing WOW, First
Defence, and the incoming WOW, Mausei.
Run Report:
Boof gives the run report for the Running pack. Boof said that it was Run of the Year until GM
Donka reminded him who the Hare was next week! Run of the alleyways with good checks.
Fantastic drink stop and best of all great food. [Scribe note: the Rendang curry was not cooked
by HardCase but by his better half Dynamo]. Boof gives the run 9½ / 10.
Spud steps up to add to this from the Walking pack perspective. He was one of three who found
the first walkers’ shortcut and chased down the FRB’s – athletes he called them!. One little hill
in particular where McCookie was skulking waiting for someone to find the trail. Spud also gives
the run 9½ / 10.
Next Week’s Run:
GM Donka at Sorrento Bowling Club car park, Percy Doyle Reserve, Duncraig. He says to bring a
plate.
Next week’s Van driver:
XYZ.
Hash Lunch:
With all the goings on with Mausei’s “act” we missed calling the Munch Master Mel Adjusted
into the circle to remind us that the next H4 Hash lunch will be on this Friday 1 April 2022 at
Northbridge Chinese Restaurant, 26, Roe Street, Northbridge @ 12.30pm. BYO.
Hares Act:
Firstly, HardCase asks permission to use his mobile in the circle to check on the status of the
food delivery. Permission given by GM Donka and it is confirmed that the food on it’s way!
HardCase delivers a version of a song to the Beatles tune of Yesterday to commemorate his
birthday titled “Seventy”.

Song:
HardCase as the birthday boy is given the honour of closing the circle with “Australia’s Hash”.
ON ON
Donka / HardCase 20/52

